Multiple Choice Questions 1. (5 points) There are three patients who have been waiting for an organ transplant. Bob  6  2  20  Ted  3  4  20  Carol  2  3  20 A potential recipient receives (fraction of people at or behind their position in line)×10 points for their waiting time, 2 points for each antigen matched, and 1 point for every 10% of the population they are sensitized against. Who receives the first organ that becomes available?
Potential Recipient Months Waiting Antigens Matched Percent Sensitized Against
A. Bob B. Ted C. Carol 2. (5 points) Bob, Carol, Ted, and Alice view a cake as below. Suppose Bob cuts the cake into the pieces X,Y Z, and W below.
If Bob is given X, Carol is given Z, Ted is given W, and Alice is given Y, then this assignment is A. Not proportional and not envy-free B. Proportional but not envy-free C. Both proportional and envy-free October 24, 2014
Short Answer Questions 3. Bob and Tom have shared an apartment for several years. Now that they are both leaving, they are dividing these items between the two of them using the adjusted winner procedure. (c) (2 points) There is one item which will be transferred from the initial winner to the initial loser. Which item is this?
Point Allocations
Solution: The item to be transferred is the painting, since this has the lowest point ratio.
(d) (2 points) How many points does each person have after this item has been transferred?
Solution: After this item has been transferred, Bob has 60 points and Tom has 55 points.
(e) (2 points) What is the shared item?
Solution: The shared item is the kitchen set, since it has the next lowest point ratio.
Problem is continued on the next page October 24, 2014 (f) (3 points) Write down algebraic expressions in x for the points of the initial winner and loser after x (proportionally) of the shared item has been transferred to the initial loser. Solution: Carol thinks the piece Bob cut is 1/4 of the cake, so she passes it unaltered to Ted. Ted thinks this piece is 3/8 of the cake, which is more than 1/4, so he is the first to trim the piece.
(c) (2 points) Shade in the trimmings (the part this person puts back on the cake) on this person's diagram above.
Solution: Ted thinks this piece is 3/8 of the cake, which is more than 1/4, so he trims off one box and puts that back on the cake. The trimmings are shaded light green below. (e) (3 points) What proportion of the cake does this person think he/she is receiving?
Solution: Ted thinks he is receiving exactly 1/4 of the cake. October 24, 2014 8. Suppose Bob, Carol, and Ted view the cake as below and they divide it using the LoneDivider method. Bob starts by cutting the cake into three pieces X,Y, and Z which he thinks are all the same size. (b) (2 points) Which of the pieces X,Y, and Z are Carol and Ted both willing to give to Bob? (remember this means that both Carol and Ted agree that the piece is at most 1/3 of the cake). There is more than one.
Solution: Both are willing to give either X or Y to Bob.
(c) (4 points) Assume that piece X has been given to Bob. Redraw Carol and Ted's boxes without piece X below.
Solution:
Carol Ted (d) (4 points) Carol and Ted use divide-and-choose to distribute the remainder of the cake between the two of them. If Carol cuts, draw the line representing her cut on your diagram in part (c). Label the two pieces A and B.
